Currency Conversion in
British North A merica, 1 760-1900'

by A.B. McCULLOGH
The conversion of various moneys of account2 to a common standard is a recurring
problem equally for researchers using eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Canadian
business and financial records and for archivists charged with the care of such
records. For example, a researcher studying the financial administration of the
Province of Quebec in the years 1763-77 will find that accounts were submitted to
the colonial government in sterling, in Halifax currency, in Quebec currency, in
York currency, and in lawful money, all of which were denominated in pounds,
shillings and pence. In addition some accounts were denominated in dollars and
cents and others in livres and sols.' An archivist will find that a single volume of the
North-West Company's accounts contains entries in sterling, York, Halifax, and
Grand Portage currency as well as dollars and cents, and livres and sols.4 In both
cases analysis can only begin after the various systems have been converted to a
common base. Moreover, the above examples have not exhausted the list of
currency systems used in British North America. Military officials used army
sterling; Customs officials used a special accounting system in dealing with silver
coins; and in Newfoundland three separate systems
sterling, Newfoundland
sterling and Newfoundland currency - were used concurrently.
-

After the 1770s the problem of multiple currency systems was ameliorated slightly
as Halifax currency came into increasing, although never exclusive, use. However, a
second problem arose early in the nineteenth century. During the last half of the
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eighteenth century, all of the eastern colonies except Newfoundland adopted
Halifax currency as their principal currency, with •’1 11/2/2.67 Halifax currency
equal to •’100 sterling. Over the period 1760-1820 the relative value of Halifax
currency and sterling changed as a result of several factors: the decline in the
intrinsic value of the silver dollar, the coin on which the Halifax currency system was
based; the substitution of other coins as the principal medium of circulation; and the
devaluation of local currencies by the different legislatures. As a result of these
changes, El 1 1 1212.67 Halifax currency was not intrinsically equal to •’100 sterling
by 1820. Although the decline in value of Halifax currency was reflected in
commercial sterling exchange rates from 1821 on, accounting practices were not
changed to reflect the devaluation for several years. Moreover, devaluation did not
take place at the same rate or to the same degree in all of the colonies which used
Halifax currency. British army accountants adopted a new par of •’1 151718.3
currency per •’100 sterling in 1825 and made further adjustments in 1838 and 1842.
In 1836-37 the Nova Scotia government adopted a par of •’125 currency per •’100
sterlingand in 1848 Prince Edward Island adopted a par of •’150currency. For most
purposes the Province of Canada and New Brunswick continued to use the old par,
•’11 11212.67, until they adopted decimal currency in 1858 and 1860; however, in
some instances, usually those involving actual foreign exchange transactions as
opposed to bookkeeping transactions, a par of%121 / 1314 currency per•’100 sterling
was used. Newfoundland currency, which was similar in concept to Halifax
currency, was devalued from•’l15/7/8.3to •’120 currency per•’100 sterling in 1838
but it is not clear that the new conversion rate was universally accepted.
The devaluation of the currency in use in British North America, both as it was
formally recognized and as it occurred as a result of economic forces, are factors
which researchers using financial and business papers over any extended period
cannot ignore. This is especially the case if comparisons are made between colonies
where devaluation occurred at varying rates and to different degrees.
The problems involved in dealing with currency conversions are best handled
with a knowledge of the historical development of the monetary systems in British
North America. This paper will set out, as concisely as possible, the theoretical basis
of the special currency systems used; outline their development in the different
colonies until their absorption into a common decimal currency system in the last
half of the nineteenth century; and provide, in tabular format, the means of
converting one currency to another.
Most of the special currency sytems in use in British North America were created
by giving coins a value above their true sterling value. For example, a royal
proclamation of 1704 had declared the sterlingvalue of the Spanish silver dollar, the
most common coin in North America, to be 416. The proclamation had permitted
.~
colonial governments to give the dollar a value as high as 6s in local ~ u r r e n c y In
Halifax currency it was rated a t 5s, in Quebec currency at 6s and in New York, or
York, currency at 8s, 2s above the value permitted by the proclamation. Other coins
were also increased in value proportionately, with the result that •’1 1 1 1212.67
Halifax currency or •’133/6/8 Quebec currency or •’1771 1516.67 New York
currency was equal to •’100 sterling.
5
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The rationale behind the creation of these currency systems was that the enhanced
value would attract coins to, and keep them in, the colonies which were chronically
short of hard money. Monetary theorists pointed out that the likely effect of
increasing the rating of coins would be an equivalent increase in prices. Practical
experience proved that a n increased rating in one jurisdiction was likely to provoke
retaliatory increases by neighbouring jurisidictions. Either result would nullify any
advantage gained by the increased rating.
In spite of these objections, inflated currencies of account were common
throughout North America and the Caribbean. As early as 1636 coins in New
France had been rated one-quarter above their rating in France and from 1672 to
1719 coins in New France were rated at one-third above their value in France.
However, in 1719 the French government abolished this "monnoye du pays" and
from 1720 to 1760 the money of account of New France and France were the same.6
The British government also attempted to control the creation of inflated
currencies of account in its colonies but with limited success. Beginning in the 1640s
the New England colonies, led by Massachusetts, began to inflate their currency. By
1705, •’15411710 New England currency was equal to •’100 sterling. At this rate the
dollar was worth 6/ 1 1.5,11.5 pence more than the upper limit set by Queen Anne's
proclamation of 1704. In theory •’15411710 remained the par of exchange for New
England currency until 1750 but in practice the excessive issue of paper money drove
the commercial exchange rate up to •’1000 New England currency per •’100 sterling
by 1749.'
After 1710, when New England troops captured Port Royal, Nova Scotia became
part of the New England currency system although it escaped most of the New
England inflation. In 1750, as a result of the inflation, Massachussetts abandoned
the New England currency system, recalled its paper money and adopted the silver
dollar, valued at 6s, one-third above its sterling value as the basis of its currency
system. At about the same time, Nova Scotia broke away from the New England
currency system. It also adopted the silver dollar as its principal coin, but at a rate of
only 5s, one-ninth above its sterling value. The rating was only established by
custom; a 1758 act making the dollar legal tender at 5s was d i ~ a l l o w e dIn
. ~ spite of
the disallowance the dollar was normally received at 5s Halifax currency in Nova
Scotia until 1842, with other coins rated in rough proportion until at least the War of
1812. The ratio between Halifax currency and sterling, •’11 1 1212.67 to •’100, which
was based on the relative value of the dollar at 5s Halifax and 416 sterling, remained
in effect in Nova Scotia until 1837 and even longer in other parts of British North
America.
Following the capture of Quebec City in 1759 James Murray forbade the
circulation of the paper money issued by the French colonial government and
introduced the Halifax currency system in Quebec City and the surrounding area. In
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1760 when Jeffery Amherst's New York based army captured Montreal, Amherst
established the New York, or York, currency system at Montreal and at the
subsidiary government of Three river^.^ Like Halifax currency, New York currency
was based on the dollar but it valued the dollar at 8s, with other coins in proportion.
Hence •’1771 1516.67 New York currency was equal to •’100 sterling.
The existence of the two systems caused confusion and in 1764, when Murray was
appointed civil governor of the whole colony, he established a common currency.
The new currency, evidently intended as a compromise between New York and
Halifax currency, was similar to the Massachusetts currency of 1750 in that it valued
the dollar at 6s, with other coins in p r o p ~ r t i o n . •’1331618
'~
Quebec, or lawful,
currency was equal to •’100 sterling. The new currency was not popular and was not
adopted by all, probably not even by the majority, of Quebecers. Many Quebec
merchants continued to use Halifax currency and some Montreal merchants, as well
as government officials in the upper posts, continued to use York currency. In
addition, although most accounts used sterling notation, a few used dollars and
cents and more used the livres and sols of the French system. Six livres, money of
account, was equal to one dollar in both Halifax currency and Quebec currency;
hence 24 livres was equal to •’1 Halifax currency and 20 livres was equal to •’1
Quebec currency.[ I
In 1777 the government abandoned the attempt to introduce Quebec currency
and established Halifax currency as the only legal currency throughout Quebec.I2
Quebec currency quickly disappeared from use but York currency continued to be
used, admittedly by decreasing numbers, in Montreal and the upper country for
many years. As late as 1840, the Inspector General of the Province of Canada
reported that York currency was still in use in the rural parts of Canada West.["
Dollars and cents and livres and sols also continued to be used in some accounts into
the 1840s; in fact dollars and cents gradually became more popular until the
Province of Canada officially adopted decimal currency in 1858.
The colonies of Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick also adopted Halifax
currency, either by law or by custom, shortly after their creation. Newfoundland did
not follow the general pattern; it continued to keep its accounts in sterling into the
late 1820s although, as we shall see, it was sterling with a difference.
The Quebec currency act of 1777, and indeed the currency acts of the other
colonies, did not apply to imperial officials who continued to use sterling for most of
their dealings with London, and used sterling o r local currency in their official
accounts, depending on the situation. The military usually used sterling in dealing
with London and currency when dealing with Canadians. It also developed a special
currency, army sterling, for purely internal use in North America. During the Seven
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Years' War the army had difficulty in establishing equitable rates of pay in the
different colonies with different currency systems. In 1757 the Treasury directed that
local currency systems should be ignored and that all troops in North America
should be paid in dollars valued at 418; when dollars were not available other coins
could be used at a proportionate rating.14 With a slight break during the years
1809-10, this system remained in effect until 1825.15•’1031141 1 army sterling was
equal to •’100 sterling or •’1 1 11212.67 Halifax currency. Army sterling was
sometimes converted to Halifax currency by the addition of one-fourteenth but the
more usual method was to express army sterling in dollars and then to convert the
dollars to Halifax currency or to sterling.
Customs officers also used a special currency in certain cases. The imperial act, 14
George 111, C.88, which was designed to raise a revenue for the government of
Quebec, and a number of subsequent tariff acts permitted duties to be paid in silver
at the rate of 516 sterling per ounce of silver. At 516 sterling per ounce the dollar was
worth 418.75 sterling rather than416. The option of paying in silver at 516 per ounce
was not generally known and most Customs payments were madeat the rate of416
per dollar but the Customs collectors in Nova Scotia and Quebec paid their receipts
into the provincial Treasury at the rate of 41 8.75 per dollar. The difference was kept
as a prerequisite of the collector. During or shortly after the War of 1812 the
merchants gained the right to pay duties in dollars at 41 8.75 or in other silver at 516
per ounce. The collectors continued to pay silver into the provincial Treasury at the
rate of 516 per ounce but they no longer gained any advantage by it. In 1828 as part
of a general reform of the currency the special Customs rate for the dollar was
abolished and dollars were only received at the standard valuation.Ih Since 1825 this
had been 414 sterling.
The various currency systems in use in British North America after 1760 were
based on two assumptions, first, that the silver dollar was worth 416 sterling and
second, that the dollar and its parts were the principal coins in circulation. S o long as
these assumptions were valid and so long as other coins were rated equitably in
proportion to the dollar, then the colonial currencies held their value relative to
sterling.
The sterling value of the dollar, 416, had been established by assays conducted at
the Royal Mint in 1703. By the 1750s when Halifax currency and army sterling were
established devaluation had reduced its intrinsic value to about 414.75 sterling and
further devaluations were to reduce it to about 414 by the mid 1820s. However, 416
had become the traditional and customary value of the dollar and its gradual
debasement was generally ignored in day to day transactions."
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The dollar and its parts remained the most common coins in the British North
American colonies until about the time of the War of 1812 and even later in most
colonies. However, between 18 1 1 and 1819 Nova Scotia gradually raised the rating
of Spanish doubloons from &3/1210 to •’4/0/0 Halifax currency.ls At the latter
price they were almost 24 per cent above their sterling value. At this rate the
doubloon drove most other coins out of circulation. At about the same time legal
overvaluation and the increasingly worn state of old French crowns and half-crowns
made them, and the equally debased pistareens, the dominant coins in Lower
Canada. l 9
The net effect of the decline of the true value of the silver dollar and its
replacement by other coins was to drive down the true value of Halifax currency in
relation to sterling. This decline was reflected in the rise of the commercial sterling
exchange rate on London to about2121-24 Halifax per•’100 sterling in the 1820s. In
spite of this change Canadians continued to use the conversion ratio of •’1 1 1 / 2/ 2.67
to •’100 in their accounts.
The traditional relationship between Halifax currency and sterling was further
weakened in 1825 when the British government gave notice that in future it would
only accept silver dollars at the rate of 414 sterling.20The new rate was applied to
army sterling and, after 1828, to Customs receipts. As a result the "customs dollar"
and army sterling ceased to exist although the term army sterling continued to be
used and, in a limited sense, regained some significance after 1842.
As a result of the devaluation, the British military in Canada adopted a new par
for conversion from Halifax currency to sterling, •’1 151718.3 to •’100, based on the
In' some contexts
new relative values of the dollar, 5 / 0 currency to 414 ~ t e r l i n g . ~
different conversion ratios were used, to allow for the fact that all coins were not
rated equitably. For example, the army accepted the French five franc piece at 410
sterling. In Lower Canada it was legal tender at 418 currency, slightly above its
intrinsic value in relation to the dollar a t 510 currency. T o allow for the use of the
franc the army sometimes used the conversion ratio •’1 161 13/4 currency to •’100
sterling, based on the relative value of the five franc piece at 418 currency and 410
sterling, in its accounts in Lower Canada.22In 1838 the British government further
reduced the value at which it would accept the dollar to 412 sterling and as a result
the army re-adjusted its par to •’120 currency to •’100 sterling.23
The army appears to have been the only organization in central Canada which
took formal cognizance of the changed relationship between currency and sterling
prior to 1842. The colonial governments (except for that of Nova Scotia) and
merchants continued to convert from currency to sterling on the basis of
•’1 111212.67 currency per •’100 sterling.
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In 1841 the Province of Canada adopted new currency legislation which
abandoned the traditional rating of the dollar at 510 currency. Under the new
legislation the dollar was worth 5 / 1 currency and the British sovereign was worth
•’1/4/4.24If the pound currency was defined in terms of the sovereign, then
El21 / 1314 currency was equal to El00 sterling. Following the proclamation of the
law on 27 April 1842, there was a move among merchants, bankers, and exchange
dealers to adopt the new conversion rate. The colonial government adopted the new
rating in some of its accounts where actual sterling exchange transactions were
involved but in simple bookkeeping conversions it continued to use the old par and
most of the private sector reverted to the old system. f 1 1 11212.67 to •’100remained
the nominal currency sterling par in general use in the Province of Canada until the
adoption of decimal currency in 1858.25
Although most Canadians continued to use the old par, the army once again
adjusted its conversion rates to the new situation. In dealing with banknotes or coins
other than dollars or U.S. eagles it used a rate of •’12111314 currency to •’100
sterling. After 1 April I843 U.S. eagles were issued at the rate of of •’1 2 1 / 141 1
currency per El00 sterling; prior to 1 April 1843 they had been issued at the rate of
•’120 currency to •’100 sterling. When silver dollars were issued, •’122 currency was
considered equal to &I00 sterling.26 During the 1840s the dollar was generally the
most common coin used by the army and its conversion rate was generally taken as
the rate for army sterling. In the early 1850s American and Mexican silver dollars
disappeared from circulation and were replaced by the eagle and British silver.27
With the disappearance of the silver dollar the distinction between army sterling and
sterling disappeared.
In Nova Scotia changes in the par of exchange were made earlier than in central
Canada. The overvaluing of the doubloon had undermined the traditional par of
exchange and the change in the rating of the dollar by the British further
undermined it. Moreover currency values in Nova Scotia were largely fixed by
custom rather than by law and may have been more susceptible to change than those
in central Canada. In the early 1830s several statutes, as well as what were evidently
executive decisions, gradually introduced a new par of exchange, •’125 Halifax
currency to •’ 100 sterling. The change was apparently complete in 1837 and from
that date until Nova Scotia adopted decimal currency in 1860 the par was •’125 to
Halifax currency was subject to the same inflationary strains in Prince Edward
Island as it was in the rest of British North America. As well, Prince Edward Island
issued excessive amounts of paper currency which contributed to inflation. By
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about 1835 the commercial exchange rate was about •’140-50 currency to •’100
sterling. In 1848 the government adopted •’150 currency as its par in preparing the
annual reports to the Colonial Office.29The new rate apparently came into general use
in the Island in the early 1850s except for the payment of "sterling" rents. Under an
act of 1851 all rents and leases which were stated in sterling were to be paid in
currency with the addition of one-ninth, that is at the traditional conversion rate.30
In New Brunswick the original Halifax currency - sterling ratio of •’1 1 1 1212.67 to
•’100 was maintained until the colony adopted decimal currency in 1860.
As noted above, Newfoundland did not adopt Halifax currency in the eighteenth
century. About 18 1 1, the government and merchants of the island began to accept
the dollar at 5s but they did not rate other coins in proportion. As a result relatively
few coins other than dollars and Bank of England tokens, which were overvalued
even at their sterling ratings, ~ i r c u l a t e d .Newfoundlanders
~'
had effectively adopted
the Halifax currency standard although they maintained that they used sterling.

In 1825 when the British government reduced the rating of the dollar to 414
sterling the Newfoundland government accepted the change and reverted to a true
sterling in its accounts. The general population, however, seems to have continued
to rate the dollar at 5s and to have gradually adopted proportionate ratings for other
coins as well. Newfoundland currency was based on a dollar which was assumed to
be worth 414 sterling, unlike Halifax currency which was based on a dollar
traditionally valued at 416 sterling. The result was that •’1 15171 8.3 1 Newfoundland
currency was equal to •’100 sterling or •’1 1 1 / 2/ 2.67 Halifax currency.32
In 1838 when the British government reduced the sterling value of the dollar to
4 / 2, the Newfoundland government continued to value it at 414, with the result that
Newfoundland sterling was no longer equal to sterling; •’104 Newfoundland sterling
was equal to •’100 sterling. The change also affected the relative value of
Newfoundland currency; based on the relative value of the dollar, 51 0 Newfoundland
currency and 412 stserling, •’120 Newfoundland currency was equal to •’100
sterling.33 However, it is not clear that all Newfoundlanders adopted the new
conversion ratio; commercial exchange continued to be quoted on the basis of the
old par, •’1 151718.33 Newfoundland currency to •’100 sterling, until the colony
adopted the decimal currency in 1863.
The dollar was the dominant coin in most of British North America except Nova
Scotia during the first half of the nineteenth century and it is not surprising that
there was pressure to adopt the decimal system of accounts. In 1851 the Province of
Canada, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia agreed to work towards a common
decimal currency. Acts permitting the use of decimal currency in public accounts
came into force in New Brunswick in 1852 and in Canada in 1854; however, the use
of decimal currency did not become general until it was made mandatory in
Canada, I January 1858, and in New Brunswick, 1 November 1860. An act
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permitting the use of decimal currency in Nova Scotia's public accounts came into
force 1 January 1860; the use of decimal currency was made mandatory on I July
1860.34
Both New Brunswick and the Province of Canada made their dollar of account
equal to the American dollar so that $486.67 was equal toE100 sterling. Nova Scotia
adopted a different rate so that $500 dollars was equal to El00 sterling. The
difference was not eliminated until 1 July 1871 when the Nova Scotia dollar was
abolished and the Canadian system was extended to Nova S ~ o t i a . ' ~
In 1863 the Newfoundland government adopted decimal currency with the dollar
equal to 412 sterling or $480 dollars equal to El00 sterling. Although the
government kept its accounts in dollars and cents after 2 January 1865,
Newfoundland currency continued to be common in private accounts until at least
1887, when a new currency act was passed to encourage "the speedy adoption by the
general public" of the decimal system accounts. In 1895 after the failure of the two
local banks, the Newfoundland government moved to assimilate its currency to that
of Canada and in 1895 passed legislation which made the Newfoundland dollar
equal to the Canadian dollar and $486.67 dollars equal to El00 sterling.3h
By 1870 Prince Edward Island was the only British North American colony not to
have adopted decimal currency. Between 1 December 187 1 and 1 February 1872 it
switched to a decimal currency system with its dollar equal to the Canadian dollar.
For practical purposes Prince Edward Island's currency system was absorbed by the
Canadian system at Confederation in 1873, although the legal integration was not
completed until 1881 ."
Because of western Canada's relative isolation, its currency system developed
independently of eastern Canadian systems. In general, within the territories
granted or leased to the Hudson's Bay Company, sterling was the accepted money
of account. About the middle of the eighteenth century the fur traders based on
Montreal developed a special money of account called Grand Portage or Northwest
currency in which 12 livres was equal t o e l Halifax currency.38How widespread the
use of the currency was is not known but it disappeared when the North-West
Company united with the Hudson's Bay Company in 1821. The Hudson's Bay
Company developed a special commodity money of account, the "made beaver,"
based on the relative value of the furs it traded. It was used principally in keeping
accounts with Indian trappers. Because the relative value of a "made beaver" varied
with time and place it is impossible to establish any general conversion factor
between it and sterling. In 1870-71, following the transfer of Rupert's Land to
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(1895).
Prince Edward Island, Laws, Statutes, etc., 34 Victoriacap. 5, (I87 1); Canada, Laws, Statutes, etc..
44 Victoria, cap. 4, (1881).
G.C. Davidson, The North West Conlpanl, (New York, 1967), p. 237; Hudson's Bay Company
Archives. F4/ 32. p. 1.

Currency Conversion Table for British North America
To Change - to - Multiply By
Dollars
Dollar
Sterling
Army Sterling
Halifax Currency
Quebec Currency
York Currency
Livres

1.0000
4.4444
4.2857
4.0000
3.3333
2.5000
0.1667

Sterling
0.2250
1.0000
0.9643
0.9000
0.7500
0.5625
0.0375

Army
Sterling

Halifax
Quebec
York
Currency Currency Currency

0.2333
1.0371
1.0000
0.9333
0.7778
0.5833
0.0389

0.2500
1 .I 1 1 1
1.0714
1.0000
0.8333
0.6250
0.0417

0.3000
1.3333
1.2857
1.2000
1.0000
0.7500
0.0500

0.4000
1.7778
1.7143
1.6000
1.3333
1.0000
0.0667

Livres
6.0000
26.6664
25.7147
24.0000
19.9998
15.0000
1 .0000

Example: To convert $1 1.OO to Quebec currency, multiply $1 1 .OO by .3 to get •’3.30
or •’31610 Quebec currency.
From 1825, the conversion rate for army sterling varies.
From 1837, •’125 Nova Scotia currency = •’100 sterling.
From 1848, •’150 Prince Edward Island currency = •’100 sterling.
From 1825, •’11517/ 8.3 Newfoundland currency = •’100 Newfoundland sterling =
•’100 sterling.
From 1838, •’120 Newfoundland currency = •’104 Newfoundland sterling = •’100
sterling.
From I January 1858, $486.66' (Canada) = •’100 sterling.
From 1 July 1860 to 1 July 1871, $500.00 (Nova Scotia) = •’100 sterling.
From 1 November 1860, $486.66' (New Brunswick) = •’100 sterling.
From 1 July 1863 to 19 July 1871 (?), $485.00 (Vancouver Island) = •’100 sterling.
From 2 January 1865 to 7 January 1895, $480.00 (Newfoundland) = •’100 sterling.
From 1January 1866 to 19 July 1871(?),$485.00 (British Columbia) = •’100sterling.
From December 1871 - February 1872, $486.66' (Prince Edward Island) = •’100
sterling.
From 7 January 1895, $486.66' (Newfoundland) = •’100 sterling.
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Canada, sterling was replaced by the Canadian decimal system as the official money
of account in Manitoba. In practice Canadian decimal currency came into use in the
North-West Territories at about the same time, although the "Uniform Currency
Act" of 1871 was not extended to the territories until I875.j9
West of the Rocky Mountains accounts were kept either in Halifax currency or in
dollars and cents when the area was dominated by the North-West Company.40
After 1821 when the Hudson's Bay Company succeeded the North-West Company,
it kept its accounts in sterling but the strong American influence on the west coast,
particularly after the gold rush in 1857, ensured that much of the private population
used dollars and cents in their accounts. The government of Vancouver Island used
sterling until 1 January 1863 when it adopted a decimal currency system with the
sovereign or pound sterling rated at $4.85.4' On the mainland the government also
kept its accounts in sterling and the general public did so in dollars and cents until
1865. The pound sterling was informally rated at $5.00. On 1 January 1866 the
government of British Columbia adopted the decimal currency system with the
pound sterling equal to $4.85, the same value it held on Vancouver Island. When the
two colonies were united they continued to use $485 per •’100 sterling as par.42
British Columbia joined Canada 20 July 187 1 and for practical purposes it may be
assumed that its currency system was assimilated to the Canadian system at that
time, although the Canadian "Uniform Currency Act" was not extended to British
Columbia until 1881.
For practical purposes Canada achieved a single uniform currency in 1873 when
Prince Edward Island joined Confederation. When Newfoundland made its dollar
compatible with the Canadian dollar in 1895 the problem of conversion between
currency systems within British North America disappeared. Indeed, since the
Canadian, Newfoundland and United States dollars, as expressed in gold, were
equal, all of North America north of Mexico shared a common currency in which
$486.67 was equal to $100 sterling.
One minor anomaly remained in the field of sterling exchange quotations. Prior
to the adoption of decimal currency in the Province of Canada, exchange
quotations were given as a percentage premium on the old par of .•’I1 1 1212.67
currency. Under this system the true par o f f 1211 1314 was quoted as 9.5 per cent
premium. When the Province of Canada adopted decimal currency in 1858,
exchange quotations continued on the old basis with the exception that the old par,
•’1 11/2/2.67, was converted to its decimal equivalent, $444.44. Using decimal
currency, a sterling bill for f100 at 9.5 per cent (or par) would cost $444.44 + ($444.44
x ,095) = $486.67. American exchange dealers also used this cumbersome system of
exchange rate quotation but they abandoned it in 1873 and from that time on simply
quoted exchange prices in terms of dollars per pound as has been done in this paper.

39
40
41
42

Canada, Laws, Statutes, etc., 44 Victoria, cap. 4, (1881), (Preamble), and 38 Victoria, cap. 49,
(1
875).
~,
See the North-West Company account book for 1815-17 in Hudson's Bay Company Archives,
F4/7.
P A C , M G I I , C . O . 3 0 6 / 1 , p . 173.
Ibid., C.O. 6416, pp. 175-80, Blue Book (1865), and C.O. 61 / I, pp. 158 and 258-59.

Canadian dealers continued to use the old system until December 1913 when they
switched to the simpler American system.43 With the disappearance of the "9'/2%
par" the last reminder of the Halifax currency system passed from daily use.

43

Monetary Times (December 1913-January 1914), exchange quotations.

